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Gigabit Ethernet has been deployed in the metro space, providing low cost, easily managed bandwidth for intensive applications like video, storage, and ASPs. 10 Gigabit Ethernet (IEEE 802.3a) will make the use of Ethernet in the Metro area even more attractive. IDC projects that GigE revenues in the U.S., marked at $155 million in 2001, will grow at 36.7% per year over the next five years, to $741 million in 2006.

PROFITS FROM THE ETHER(NET)
 One of the few communications arenas with growing profits, Gigabit Ethernet is carving itself a serious niche in MANs and WANs. No surprise when you look at GigE's benefits--low cost, easily managed and scalable bandwidth, making it the perfect pipe for ASPs (Application Service Providers) video transport, storage area networks (SANs), and other high-demand data loads. 

  MAN at Work (GigE-POWERED)  

 Gigabit Ethernet is the protocol powering more and more MANs and WANs. If you're on the frontlines of this deployment or want to be, there's no better source of insight than this guide from top GigE-in-MANs specialist Paul Bedell. Packed with details and guidance you won't find elsewhere, Gigabit Ethernet for Metro Area Networks rolls out well-organized information on the technology, the standards, the applications, and the market players. It's all wrapped up with a look at some case studies that prove the value of GigE in today's MAN. 

  A TRACEABLE MAP TO HELP YOU--  
* Learn the importance of the new 10 GigE IEEE 802.3ae standard   
* Line up GigE against SONET, ATM, Frame Relay, and legacy dedicated transport modes (DS-n) in metro networks    
* Size up manufacturers, products, and service providers, including nontraditional players  
* Understand the roles of CLECs (Competitive Local Exchange Carriers) and ELECs (Enterprise Local Exchange Carriers)  
* Integrate complementary technologies such as DWDM, Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), and next-generation SONET  
* Build new features with Ethernet in the MAN, WAN, and LAN  
* Get on top of technological trends, next-generation design approaches, and business models for MANs and WANs  
* Solve real-world deployment and compatability issues        
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PC Magazine Fighting Spyware, Viruses, and MalwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Think there's no malicious software on your computer? PC Magazine thinks you should think again.
Scans by ISPs have revealed as many as twenty-eight spyware programs running on the average home computer—like yours. That's a lot of people prying into what's on your PC, and a DSL or cable connection is a virtual welcome mat. But by...
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Extreme Programming with Ant: Building and Deploying Java Applications with JSP, EJB, XSLT, XDoclet, and JUnit (Developers Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
You've heard about Extreme Programming. You might have read articles or books describing the XP process, but what next? How do you implement XP principles into an actual Java project? This unique book explains everything you need for XP development, starting with Ant, the popular Java build tool. The authors describe every stage of a real-world...
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Managed DirectX 9 Kick Start : Graphics and Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2003
Managed DirectX was released with the latest version of the core DirectX libraries in DirectX9. It enables developers using the new .NET languages (i.e. C#, VB.NET, etc.) to develop rich multimedia applications with DirectX. Unfortunately the Managed DirectX runtime was released without adequate documentation, and developers are having a hard time...
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Mac OS X for Unix Geeks (Leopard)O'Reilly, 2008

	Once upon a time, Unix came with only a few standard utilities. If you were lucky, it included a C compiler. When setting up a new Unix system, you’d have to crawl the Net looking for important software: Perl, gcc, bison, flex, less, Emacs, and other utilities and languages. That was a lot of software to download through a 28.8-Kbps...
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Using Websphere Studio Asset Analyzer (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook describes the functions, features, and uses of IBM WebSphere Studio Asset Analyzer for Multiplatforms Version 2 Release 2.

Part 1 presents a general overview of the product. In this part, we provide you with an introduction to the product by showing you key elements of the Web browser interface.

Part 2 presents...
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Adobe CS3 Web Workflows: Building Websites with Adobe Creative Suite 3John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Maximize your potential as a web designer with Adobe CS3 Web Workflows: Building Websites with Adobe Creative Suite 3, a guide to all the tools in Adobe CS3 and how to use them together to create dynamic web pages. Understand the workflow from one product to another and learn how to use the essential techniques in each program so that you...
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